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Simple type electronic key
Electronic box
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Simple type
electronic key

IP 65

Main material and finish:
Black Painted (high salt mist
resistant) Z DC housing,
handle, stainless steel cam

Password type electronic key

Application: Handle quarter-

Usage of simple type hand-held electronic key :

turn, one point locked stroke is
25mm, 3 point locked; without
changing the structure, you
can open the door either RH or
LH by changing the direction of
the position device; changing
the part of electronic box, the
electronic lock can become the
mechanism lock; the electronic
lock has IC card to match with
customer's control system

Changing the direction
of the position device to
realize RH or LH

Cut out

IC card electronic lock operation instructions:
red light, green light and buzzer
1. Under locking condition, light is dark and buzzer is silent.
2. When lock is opened, the buzzer make a short sound to indicates
action of card swiping and the card device itself or controller will
check card’s identification meanwhile; if card is authorized, the
buzzer make a long sound and green light shines&blinks to
indicates the lock is successfully opened; meanwhile information
of " successfully open" is sent out through RS485 communication
interface. While the buzzer let out two short sounds, it means the
card is not applicable or IC card is done wrongly that card device
can not receive right information.
3. Push the circular position on swing handle (if not pushed, green
light blinks all the time to wait for operation until control line is out
of electricity), the swing handle will bounce from lock body and
rotate to drive the cam,rod and other mechanism motion to
complete lock opening action. When lock is opened (in whatever
way, normally or abnormally), red light is long time bright. If lock is
opened under abnormal condition, information of " abnormally
open" will be sent out through RS485 communication interface.
4. Close the lock and red light goes out after shining 5 seconds.
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1. Press “*” key to switch on the electronic key. The red light will
light every second.
2. Press “#” key to deliver the open signal, the green light is long
bright and red light blinks rapidly.
3. After the electronic key is inserted into the lock, if the
verification is correct, the
green & red light flash
synchronously, meanwhile the key can drive the electronic
insert rotating to open the lock. If the verification is incorrect,
the green light is on and red light flash rapidly; the electronic
key can not open the electronic insert.
4. To switch off, the key should be pushed “*” again to return to
the first step. The red light will light every second, and then it
will be automatically closed after 10 seconds. If you do not
Press the key, the red light will keep blinking in the lockopened situation and 10 seconds later it close automatically.
5. Can replace SJ TC01, TC02, and TC03 series.

Password type
electronic key

Usage of password type hand-held electronic key
1. Press “*” key to switch on the electronic key. The red light will
light every second.
2. Then Press key “123412#” successively to deliver the open
signal, the red and green light will blink rapidly.
3. After the electronic key is inserted into the lock, if the
verification is correct, the green & red light flash
synchronously, meanwhile the key can drive the electronic
insert rotating to open the lock. If the verification is incorrect,
the green light is on and red light flash rapidly; the electronic
key can not open the electronic insert.
4. To switch off, the key “*” should be pushed again to return to
the first step. The red light will light every second, and then it
will be automatically closed after 10 seconds. If you do not
Press the key, the red light will keep blinking in the lockopened
situation and 10 seconds later it close automatically.
5. Can replace SJ TC01, TC02, and TC03 series.

Lock end example
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